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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Toronto, ON – 7/13/2023

Lindsay Shaw, Founding Partner of The Bin Rental Chicks, is thrilled to announce exciting
updates to the company’s bin rental services, including an expansion of bin sizes and the
launch of a new website that incorporates a seamless online ordering system. The service
expansion will offer residents of Toronto an even more convenient and efficient way to
manage waste removal.

“We’re always looking for ways to improve our services and meet our customers’ needs
more effectively,” said Lindsay Shaw. “By offering additional bin sizes, we aim to provide
customized solutions for all types of projects. From small household cleanouts to large-scale
commercial renovations, our diverse range of bin sizes can accommodate it all.”

But the improvements don’t stop there. The Bin Rental Chicks have also launched a
redesigned website, which includes an innovative online ordering system. Customers can
now conveniently reserve a bin of their choice, anytime and from anywhere in Toronto.

“Our goal is to make waste disposal as effortless as possible for our customers,” Shaw
explained. “Our new online ordering system is a significant step towards that. Customers
can select the bin size they need, specify the delivery location, and schedule the pick-up, all
in a matter of minutes from the comfort of their own home.”

The Bin Rental Chicks continues to bring professionalism, reliability, and the highest
standard of customer service to the junk removal industry. Their commitment to providing
practical, efficient, and eco-friendly solutions is evident in their continued growth and
innovation.

For more information about the new bin sizes and online ordering system, visit
thebinrentalchicks.ca or contact [Media Contact Information].

About The Bin Rental Chicks
The Bin Rental Chicks is a leading provider of garbage bin rental services in Toronto,
catering to both residential and commercial clients. Known for their dedication to
professionalism, reliability, and unrivaled customer care, the company is committed to
delivering solutions that meet and exceed customer expectations.
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